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Short Description

GxL Silk Cropped Smoking Jacket This stylish, cropped and multi-purpose straight cut jacket captures
Cinthia Sifa Mulanga’s entrancing artwork in a beautiful silk satin sheen. A separate belt allows for a
drawn-in waist with soft sculpted folds. Alternatively, wear open and layered for a contemporary boxy
silhouette. Note: Each jacket is hand cut and each pattern piece is individually and meticulously
placed on specific sections of Cinthia Mulanga’s artworks Preference Until Proven Standard, 2023 and
Performing Confidence, 2023. This makes each jacket individual, personal and unique. Garment
Details: Soft wide fold back collar Mid hip length Below elbow dropped bell-shaped sleeve with
shoulder panel detail Roomy cut with a separate belt supplied At 1,8 meters tall, Cinthia wears
small/medium. Generous oversized cut Fabric: 100% silk satin Lining: pure acetate Colour: Crimson,
chocolate and plum Washcare: dry clean only Sizing Guide Price: R6950 (Including VAT) Kindly note
this item is available for pre-order with an expected shipping delivery in 7 weeks. We’ll be in touch.

Description

GxL Silk Cropped Smoking Jacket

This stylish, cropped and multi-purpose straight cut jacket captures Cinthia Sifa Mulanga’s entrancing
artwork in a beautiful silk satin sheen. A separate belt allows for a drawn-in waist with soft sculpted
folds. Alternatively, wear open and layered for a contemporary boxy silhouette.

Note: Each jacket is hand cut and each pattern piece is individually and meticulously placed on
specific sections of Cinthia Mulanga’s artworks Preference Until Proven Standard, 2023 and Performing
Confidence, 2023. This makes each jacket individual, personal and unique.

Garment Details:

Soft wide fold back collar
Mid hip length
Below elbow dropped bell-shaped sleeve with shoulder panel detail
Roomy cut with a separate belt supplied

At 1,8 meters tall, Cinthia wears small/medium. Generous oversized cut

Fabric: 100% silk satin 

Lining: pure acetate 

Colour: Crimson, chocolate and plum 



Washcare: dry clean only

Sizing Guide

Price: R6950 (Including VAT)

Kindly note this item is available for pre-order with an expected shipping delivery in 7 weeks.
We’ll be in touch.

Additional Information

Medium 100 % Silk Satin

Artist Cinthia Sifa Mulanga


